
2021 PAIU ANNUAL CONFERENCE
LIP SYNC BATTLE JUDGING RUBRIC

Team Name___________________________________________ IU Number_____________

Category Yes!
10 - 9 points

Yes, but…
8 - 6 points

No, but…
5 - 3 points

No
2 - 0 points

Clarity All the lip movements
are clear and lyrics can
easily be seen and
understood.

The lip movements are
understandable, but
there are a few words
that are not synced.

The lip movements are
not clear, but one or a
few parts are synced.

The lip movements are
not clearly synced.

Memory / Lyrics None of the lyrics are
forgotten. At least one
person is lip syncing
during performance.

The team occasionally
forgets the lyrics. Most
lyrics are remembered.

The team does not lip
sync the majority of the
song. Most lyrics are
forgotten.

The lyrics are not
memorized and lip
syncing does not
occur.

Props Used in
Performance

The team integrates
props during the entire
performance that
thoroughly enhance
the performance’s
quality.

The team integrates
props during most of
the performance that
enhance the
performance’s quality.

The team sparingly
integrates props during
the performance which
does not enhance the
performance’s quality.

The team does not
integrate props into the
performance.

Enthusiasm Team moves around,
is into the song, is
interested in the
performance. Moves
are tight and seem to
be rehearsed.

Team is moving, but
mostly just gestures
and a few steps. Most
moves seem
rehearsed and
coordinated.

Team is mostly
stationary with a few
gestures or steps. Few
moves are
coordinated. Doesn’t
seem to be rehearsed.

Team does not move.
Constantly in one
place with no gestures.
This seems to be the
first time team
performs together.

Entertainment
Value

The audience/judges
are into performance.
Boredom is not in the
vocabulary. Applause
or cheering level high.

The audience/judges
are entertained.
Applause/cheering at
moderate level.

Audience/judges not
overly entertained.
People walk away from
performance.

Audience/judges are
bored. People leave
right away. Audience
not engaged at all.

Team
Participation

All team members
present. Whoever not
lip syncing is a
back-up dancer or
helping performance.

Most team members
present. Back-up
dancers or lip syncers
are present.

Only three team
members present.
Back up dancers or
singers do not know
what’s going on.

Only one or two team
members performing.
No back up dancers or
singers present.

Song Difficulty Song is considered
difficult due to its
tempo, amount of
lyrics, length. Allows
for a lot of movement.

Song is moderately
difficult due to tempo,
amount of lyrics,
length. Allows for
movement.

Song is rather easy to
lip sync. Tempo is slow
and song is rather
short. Doesn’t allow for
much movement.

Song is very easy to lip
sync. Tempo is slow
and song is short.
Doesn’t allow for any
movement.

=____________
Judge’s Score TOTAL COMBINED SCORE _______      OVERALL RANK = ________


